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The two-box diagnostic tool is designed specifically for the 2002 through 2005 Detroit Diesel Diesels.
It provides real-time engine control, data communication, check engine light information, and

performance data. In addition, the tool can be used to perform vehicle diagnostics, configure DDRS
data, reset a Check Engine Light, download service history, and synchronize DDRS data. The DDRS
remote start tool provides a remote start service through a programmed DDRS equipped vehicle
utilizing a computer. The tool is available for manual installs only. The DDDL tool remotely selects

and enables a program for the remote start of the engine. Also available for manual installs are, the
DDRS STOP REMOTE Start (SRS) program and feature. The program is auto-enabled when attempting
to remotely start the engine. Welcome to Detroit Diesel Online! If you're new to Diesel Online, or just

returning to the site, you're in the right place. You will find information on how to log in, resources
and links to web sites that are important to our members. Once you're logged in, click the Log In link

in the upper right to gain access to several useful resources. This tool also applies to the following
products: Allison Diagnostics Caterpillar Electronic Technician Cummins Intune Cummins Intune
Xplorer International Detroit Diesel MAUDE Manage Your Fleet Redcurrents RTU's Xplorer Intune
Actron Lightweight This tool also applies to the following products: Allison Diagnostics Caterpillar

Electronic Technician Cummins Intune Cummins Intune Xplorer International Detroit Diesel MAUDE
Manage Your Fleet Redcurrents RTU's Xplorer Intune Actron Lightweight Daimler Trucks North
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diesel, epa07, epa10 and
ghg14 (s-60, mbe4000,
mbe900, dd13, dd15,
dd16). note: it is not

compatible with previous
versions of detroit diesel
electronic packs. those

packs will continue to be
served with dddl 6.x. the
ddec vi electronic pack

contains two controllers,
the mcm (engine control

module) and the cpc
(common powertrain

controller). the ddec10
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pack includes mcm, cpc
and acm diagnosticlink

professional supports ddec
6 through ghg17 engine
platforms. there are two
editions of diagnosticlink.

the standard edition
replaces dddl 7.x. the
professional edition

replaces ddrs 7.
diagnosticlink is now

subscription based only
(i.e. download only) from

the diagnosticlink ordering
site. you may purchase a 1
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year subscription of
diagnosticlink from the

ordering site which
includes service packs

updates within the
subscription period.

diagnosticlink supports
ddec 6 through ghg17

engine platforms. there are
two editions of

diagnosticlink. the
standard edition replaces
dddl 7.x. the professional
edition replaces ddrs 7.

diagnosticlink is now
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subscription based only
(i.e. download only) from

the diagnosticlink ordering
site. you may purchase a 1

year subscription of
diagnosticlink from the

ordering site which
includes service packs

updates within the
subscription period. detroit
diesel diagnostic link (dddl)

is a diagnostic tool for
reading data from the
engine management
computer or ecu on a
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detroit diesel® engine.
dddl has been developed

for the 1980’s, and is
currently supported on all
detroit diesel engines on

the market today.
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